
Contents of Memory Games

Wh  Th Wa
when this walk
whose than wall
who they want
where them was
why that water
why then watch
which there wasp
what  the wash

Prep1 Prep2 Prep3
in down above
for out over
of to under
on up past
all with about
as off around
at like across
by after along

Prep4 Prep5 Prep6
before without against
behind upon amid
beneath outside aside
beyond until toward
between near alongside
below into among
beside inside through
during onto within



Instructions

There are nine games in the set.  Cut along the lines on
the word cards to create decks.   Place each deck in a
small vinyl envelope.

Three games (gray) each present eight words.  Most
of these are high frequency words but also contain
other words that have the same beginning letter
combinations (Th, Wh, Wa).

Six games (cream) each present eight different
prepositions.  These are numbered according to level
of difficulty as Prep(ositions)1, Prep2, Prep3, Prep4,
Prep5, and Prep6.

Each game consists of sixteen cards.  Each word
appears twice.  Children lay the cards on a table with
the word sides down.  The first child picks up a word
and places it back down on the table.  He then picks up
a second card.  If that card contains the same word as
the first one, the child may pick up both of the cards,
pronounce the word, and lay them down in front of him.
He then picks up another two cards to see if there is a
match.  The first player continues until no match is
found.  If the cards don�t match, his turn is over and a
second player repeats the process.  Play continues
until all words have been picked off the table.

Teachers may change the rules in any way that serves
their own purposes.



Memory Games
(9 games)

Print games in landscape orientation
on fronts and backs
of 110 lb. card stock.

Be careful to
match words with

deck identification.



when whose who why

where why which what

when whose who why

where why which what



  !Wh"   !Wh"   !Wh"   !Wh"

  !Wh"   !Wh"   !Wh"   !Wh"

  !Wh"   !Wh"   !Wh"   !Wh"

  !Wh"   !Wh"   !Wh"   !Wh"



this than they them

that then there the

this than they them

that then there the



  !Th"   !Th"   !Th"   !Th"

  !Th"   !Th"   !Th"   !Th"

  !Th"   !Th"   !Th"   !Th"

  !Th"   !Th"   !Th"   !Th"



walk wall want was

water watch wasp wash

walk wall want was

water watch wasp wash



  !Wa"   !Wa"   !Wa"  !Wa"

  !Wa"   !Wa"   !Wa"  !Wa"

  !Wa"   !Wa"   !Wa"   !Wa"

  !Wa"   !Wa"   !Wa"   !Wa"



in for of on

all as at by

in for of on

all as at by



  !Prep1"   !Prep1"   !Prep1"   !Prep1"

  !Prep1"   !Prep1"   !Prep1"   !Prep1"

  !Prep1"   !Prep1"   !Prep1"   !Prep1"

  !Prep1"   !Prep1"   !Prep1"   !Prep1"



down out to up

with off like after

down out to up

with off like after



  !Prep2"   !Prep2"   !Prep2"   !Prep2"

  !Prep2"   !Prep2"   !Prep2"   !Prep2"

  !Prep2"   !Prep2"   !Prep2"   !Prep2"

  !Prep2"   !Prep2"   !Prep2"   !Prep2"



above over under past

about around across along

above over under past

about around across along



  !Prep3"   !Prep3"   !Prep3"   !Prep3"

  !Prep3"   !Prep3"   !Prep3"   !Prep3"

  !Prep3"   !Prep3"   !Prep3"   !Prep3"

  !Prep3"   !Prep3"   !Prep3"   !Prep3"



before behind beneath beyond

between below beside during

before behind beneath beyond

between below beside during



  !Prep4"   !Prep4"   !Prep4"   !Prep4"

  !Prep4"   !Prep4"   !Prep4"   !Prep4"

  !Prep4"   !Prep4"   !Prep4"   !Prep4"

  !Prep4"   !Prep4"   !Prep4"   !Prep4"



without upon outside until

near into inside onto

without upon outside until

near into inside onto



  !Prep5"   !Prep5"   !Prep5"   !Prep5"

  !Prep5"    !Prep5"   !Prep5"   !Prep5"

  !Prep5"   !Prep5"   !Prep5"   !Prep5"

  !Prep5"    !Prep5"   !Prep5"   !Prep5"



against amid aside toward

alongside among through within

against amid aside toward

alongside among through within



  !Prep6"   !Prep6"   !Prep6"   !Prep6"

  !Prep6"   !Prep6"   !Prep6"   !Prep6"

  !Prep6"   !Prep6"   !Prep6"   !Prep6"

  !Prep6"   !Prep6"   !Prep6"   !Prep6"


